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Abstract
The development of modern sensors and information technologies make possible to
collect and process a large amount of reliability data to predict the system health of a
monitored item. This work emphasizes on conceptual issues and methodological aspects
related to data registration, filtering, smoothing, analyzing in order to predict important
indicators of the quality of life and describes new practical strategies to analyze
reliability data in context Big Data. Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is considered and
architectures of IIoT are discussed from the reliability computational available
approaches. The following hypothesis are validated: 1) Big data is an opportunity for
reliability engineers when study/analyze big networks of sensors, large grids, or very
large smart cities; 2) There is at least one reference architecture supporting high
connectivity when working according to the Industry 4.0 framework; 3) There are
developed many platforms, frameworks, and standards to serve as main vectors in
implementing large scale applications supporting integrated Big Data technologies,
Industrial Data and Sensors oriented protocols.
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INTRODUCTION
Both industrial and social systems are increasing in complexity due to new technologies
applied to information processing. Recent developments in embedding and integration
had offered new opportunities to collect, filter, analyze, and interpret huge collections of
data generated by fleet of smart entities (sensors, smart meters, IIoT devices etc.).
This paper contributes both to the world of Big data and the world of IIoT applications
with new points of view on reliability of complex systems. The 8V+CPU model of Big
Data is considered and all characteristics are detailed according to reliability practice.
Moreover, methods addressing the reliability of systems based on Industrial Internet of
Things world is presented related to the Smart Cities [3], Systems of Systems (SoS [7])
and Systems Operating/Environmental (SOE [19]).
The paper is organized according to the main objectives. Firstly, the world of big data
applicable to reliability data collection and analysis is described in the next section.
Complex systems, such as SoS, SOE etc., are considered in the third section from the
reliability point of view. The fourth section addresses the statistical computing and
artificial intelligence methodologies already developed and the new developments in Big
Data context.
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QUALITY OF BIG RELIABILITY DATA
The most recent model for Big Data is 8V+CPU [4, 8, 24], and is based on high values of
the following attributes: Volume, Velocity, Variety, Variability, Veracity, Value,
Visualization, Volatility, Complexity, Privacy and Usability.
The Volume is significant due to "the large size of data collections generated by a large
number of actors like: people (in various societal activities), sensors, and smart devices
used in applications that produce real time data streams", as given in [24]. By Velocity we
understood both "the speed of data generation" and "the minimum time to produce the
best decision" when working with transactional data, multidimensional data, or stream
data. Variability is applied in the context of data registration, or data filtering methods
used before analyzing the data. Variety addresses various types of data: structured data,
semi-structured data, and unstructured data. Veracity is important to be considered when
collecting and examining uncertain, imprecise, incomplete, vague, or "dirty" data. The
large volumes of data collected from field have Value, being useful to make appropriate
decisions and learn efficiently about the process behavior [6]. Visualization consists of
various means to describe patterns, display analytics, and give three-dimensional views
about the evolution of data in some interval of time [10]. Volatility is important in Big
Data context due to the in-creasing size of data to be stored by digital means. It is natural
to store the most recent window of data useful to make a decision, mainly for real-time
decision making processes.
For real world Big Data applications, the interest is both in the size of the "sample"
(volume), and the dimension of data (quantitative, categorial, univariate, multivariate).
Sometimes, the second aspect is known as complexity (C). Moreover, the study of
Agrawal et al [2] brings new attributes to be considered when deal with Big Data: privacy
(P) and usability (U). Privacy makes sense not only for data collected by governmental
agencies, but also for data collected by smart meters located in smart cities, through
Internet of Things paradigm [23].
From reliability point of view any Big Reliability Data analysis procedure should include
the following five major steps: (1) AR - acquisition and recording; (2) CEA - cleaning,
extraction, and annotation; (3) IAR - integration, aggregation, and representation; (4) MA
- modelling and analysis, and (5) VI - visualization and interpretation. This architecture is
well suited for maintenance and reliability analysis of complex systems as described in
the next section.
Big data AR pipeline follows some steps like: data collection (from log files, sensors,
mobile items, vehicular items etc.), data transmission (depending on the ICT
infrastructure, protocols, data protection assurance etc.), and data pre-processing (outlier
identification, noise elimination, data fitting and smoothing etc.). Outlier identification [1]
may benefit on various approaches developed by robust statistics, clustering practices,
pattern identification practices, and artificial intelligence using association rules.
The CEA pipeline depends on methods for pattern identification in large collections of
data and the labeling (annotated) procedure applied to such patterns for future use in
learning from data and prediction oriented tasks. During cleaning, the following steps
follows: error type definition, error instance identification, error correction. In this manner
some incomplete and not correct data will be identified and removed. The extraction is
based on mining procedures dependent on the problem to be solved. Also, redundancy
elimination (by redundancy detection, data filtering, and data compression) is a required
procedure to be applied in order to improve the transmission time and costs with data
storage.
The final aim of IAR step is to identify an unique representation of data coming for
various and heterogeneous sources. The current solution is based on RDF (Resource
Description Framework [27]).
Various models should be proposed, analyzed and tested for validity during the MA step.
Learning from data is a difficult task, but challenging. In order to interactively discover
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patterns in data, the researcher may use adequate software tools. Depending on the type of
analysis, Big Data technologies can be oriented on batch processing (analytics on “data at
rest”) or stream processing (analytics on “data in motion”) [24, 28].
In the following, let enumerate some Big Data approaches useful in reliability and
maintenance. The most recent solution related to monitor and optimize the systems
reliability in context Big Data by maintenance optimization is IBM-PMO [34]: "IBM
Predictive Maintenance and Optimization". It collects data from machines and analyzes to
learn about failures and predict equipment failure". A detailed view into equipment
performance is generated to be used for maintenance efforts' optimization. IBM PMO
permits to the reliability engineer the risks identification and management in the case of
failure or a halt in operations, through six functionalities:
1. Health Level Evaluation: The health scores of every source of data are calculated
according to specific models and the future life is predicted;
2. Real-Time Monitoring: The assets and processes are monitored in real-time;
3. Early Detection: The asset failures and quality issues are detected earlier;
4. Root Cause Identification: By mining procedures the cause of failure can be
identified;
5. Recommendation: A recommendation plan on maintenance operations is generated
by an optimization module;
6. Custom Orientation: Custom solutions can be generated depending on specific
maintenance particular procedures.
Zhang [35] proposes the ABSAD (Angle-based Subspace Anomaly Detection) approach
to fault detection in high-dimensional data. Also, Cannarile et al [5] made investigations
on large collections of reliability data generated by complex systems, as described in next
section.
RELIABLE SYSTEMS IN INDUSTRY 4.0 CONTEXT
Industrial and Sensor Data (ISD) are a Big Data source considered in this paper. ISD
contains Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT), Autonomous and Unmanned Systems, and
Internet of Things used in Homes (IOTh). This practice belong to the Industry 4.0 step of
modern society development [15]. However, some systems belongs to a special class,
called "Systems of systems", which are more sophisticated.
Sensed information (collected from sensors or IoT devices) is transferred to a data
collection point (base station) through wired or wireless networks. In this way, the
sensory data is assembled in different sensor nodes of the network of sensors and sent to
the base station for processing. With this assumption a fog based computing environment
is necessary [12, 25, 33].
Moving from Systems of Components (SoC) to Systems of Systems (SoS), determines
that engineers, following a "divide and conquer", will consider the complex engineering
systems as larger cooperating systems and more similarly to natural systems. Therefore,
more emphasize is necessary to understand "complex events", under imprecision and/or
uncertain information. According to [18], the distinctive factor between a system with
respect to SoS is "understanding the aspect of the environment or otherwise stated the
differences between a system or a group of systems that constitute the SoS". This
characteristic asks for high levels of safety, reliability, maintainability, and dependability
for SoS.
The SoS reliability engineering depends on its nature [7], according to the following
classes: virtual - based on resource sharing; collaborative - based on agreements;
acknowledged - based on collaborative management through a well defined interface, and
directed SoS - based on centralized management. The SoS reliability is estimated
differently depending on the specific architecture and particular reliability requirements.
A detailed analysis on T&E to acknowledged SoS was developed by Dahman et al [7].
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The mentioned author found that a framework for T&E (Test and Evaluation) should
consider evidence-based approaches, continuously assessment of SoS, and learn about
SoS performance by extending T&E "to include continual feedback processes".
SOE (System Operating Environmental) concept is considered in [19] to describe data
recorded by sensors or smart chips installed in a product or equipment to measure
different variables like environmental parameters, the usage rate, system load etc. Two or
more sensors can be used to observe the environment (collect environmental variables)
and their output signals are combined by an algorithm to provide a single enhanced
measurement. This process, called sensors fusion, may allow the measurement of a
phenomena that would be unidentified if otherwise will be proceed.
Big SOE data are generated by various systems equipped with ISD devices: transportation
engines (aircrafts, merchant or defense navies, locomotives, automobiles), solar energy
devices, wind energy devices, power distribution transformers, medical systems
(computed tomography scanners, pressure sensors in infusion pumps or sleep apnea
machines, airflow sensors in anesthesia delivery systems etc.), and smarter meters placed
in various locations situated in the new smart cities [31]. A smarter sensor sensor is a part
of a larger system that comprises microprocessors, modem chips, power sources, and
other related devices (a kind of small scale SoS). Any smarter sensor can sent three types
of data: identification data (I-data), maintenance data (M-data) and the environmental
variable (X-data).
Sometimes, alternatively to sensor fusion approach, is useful to follow a fault-tolerant
approach in order to maintain the data sequence integrity over an interval of time. For
instance, the sensors installed in a meteorological base point can be organized in groups
of three for every parameter to be measured. At least two values should be available to
report a "centroid" value to the prediction model. The faulty sensor, if is the case, should
be replaced. This example illustrates that some individual systems (components) can have
low operational reliability, but a mechanism to rebuild the "initial" state is activated by
replacement or repairing if a failure appear.
Also, by spatial redundancy, with a minimum two communication links of any node in a
sensor networks under an efficient routing protocol to find the destination, a high
reliability is obtained.
The availability of the Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) [13] makes
possible the design of interoperable smart devices and the development of SoS and SOE
having increased reliability and easy to be monitored for optimized maintenance in
context Big Data. According to [14], the IIoT connectivity stack model has six layers
supporting the exchange of various entities between participants: physical (bits), link
(frames), network (packets), transport (messages), connectivity framework (data: state,
events, streams) and distributed data interoperability and management (information).
The core criteria of IIRA are satisfied by the Data Distribution Service (DDS)
specification. DDS proved to meet nonfunctional requirements including performance,
scalability, reliability, resilience, security and safety. According to [14], "since DDS does
not require servers that could fail and supports redundancy, it makes “fast” reliability and
availability much easier. DDS also eliminates huge efforts with server con-figuration,
startup order, or failover to backup servers." Also, the OPC-UA (Open Platform
Communications Unified Architecture [21]) and oneM2M (dedicated to Machine to
Machine and IoT technologies [20]) are other valuable specifications with highly
conformity related to IIRA.
Due to continuously developments in the field of ISD, there are expected improved
architectures, protocols and more valuable platforms to be appropriate to end-users.
RELIABILITY MODELS IN CONTEXT BIG DATA
From computational point of view, SOE data are modeled as vectors of time series [19]
and should be analyzed by specific methods, and well suited tools. An important concept,
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suitable to analyze SOE data, is "dynamic covariate information". With this respect, for
every item is registered not only the failure time, but also its history and the current
environment variables (t, ft, Ht, Xt), t in some interval. The registration may use the fixed
or variable clock model: t0, t1,..., tn. If Xt describes the covariate history, then:
Xi(ti) = {Xi(s), s in {ti1, ti2, ...tiNi}},

(1)

where Ni is for the number of time points where the measurements were taken before time
ti. At the mentioned time (t), a binary variable (ft) will give the information on the failure
existence (1), or missing a failure (0). Analyzing data collected from IoT, with a huge
history (Ht), will increase the processing time, mainly important when real time analysis is
required. Depending on the application, the most relevant historical aspects will be
selected (filtered) and used during the decision making process. Also, a censoring time
sequence can be used and the indicator time will compare the true failing time against the
censoring time in order to obtain the above binary values.
The mathematical model of the covariate process (1) is described by
Xi(ti) = + Zi(ti)wi + i,

(2)

where wi is used to model the variability (depending on the variance ) in a unit’s
covariate process over time, and i is used to model the rate fluctuations at different time
points. The parameters () from (2) can be estimated by the
Maximum Likelihood
method. The distribution of remaining life of units can be estimated by Monte-Carlo
algorithms as shown in [11].
An alternative approach is given by [5], for a large number of assets operating on the
field. For every asset a the following data are available: the values of K control variables
arranged into vectors
xa = (va[1], va[2], ..., va[K]),

(3)

with a in {1, 2, ..., A}, and A the number of assets. Every asset a is observed over time, at
moments M[0], M[1], ..., M[Na], where the Na observations on its behavior are registered
along an information vector F[0], F[1], ..., F[Na], telling one that M[i] is the failure time if
F[i] = 1. If F[i] = 0, the asset is well functioning. If there are many types of assets under
monitoring, the partitioning in a number of classes is running first. Then, the reliability
analysis can be applied on every class.
Statistical analysis of reliability data can be developed using SPREDA [30], and pbdR
[22]. In order to discover patterns and relations in big reliability data, various artificial
intelligence methodologies can be used: data clustering [5], context-based analytics [29],
statistical inference [17, 19], and deep learning [26, 32].
Based on MapReduce technique, an algorithm to estimate the reliability of a SOS system
with components operating independent, but the whole system being monitored
centralized, can be easily developed. In this case R(t) – the reliability function is evaluated
according to a binary tree describing the formula for the reliability of the whole system.
However, the reliability of some components can be evaluated in parallel, in distributed
manner, according to a MAP protocol. Finally, the reliability formula is implemented by a
REDUCE type protocol. This technique will apply according to the methods described by
Eaton et. al [9]. This approach can be used also, for computing the reliability of a FOG
distributed architecture.
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CONCLUSION
The above presentation has considered both the world of big reliability data collected
from a large population of devices and the world of industrial internet of things. The aim
of the investigation was to validate the following hypothesis: 1) Big data is an opportunity
for reliability engineers when study/analyze big networks of sensors, large grids, or very
large smart cities; 2) There is at least one reference architecture supporting high
connectivity when working according to the Industry 4.0 framework; 3) There are
developed many platforms, frameworks, and standards to serve as main vectors in
implementing large scale applications supporting Big Data technologies, Industrial Data
Management, and Mission-Oriented Protocols for Sensors.
Moreover, the system reliability engineering field was revisited taking into account both
data sources and the new methodologies used for reliability data. The following
frameworks have been considered: Systems of Systems (SoS), Big Data, System
Operating/Environmental (SOE) data, and IDS reliability.
As described above, the development of IIOT based applications will continue and the
reliability of the designed system will be really increased, with a decreasing cost of
maintenance.
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